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Brief and objectives: 

Public engagement and consultation campaign as part of its wider Tobacco Strategy in 

support of a ‘Tobacco Free Greater Manchester’.   

The purpose: to glean public opinion on smoking policy and regulatory matters, which may 

require local and national legal or legislative changes.  

Working alongside the Havas Lynx Group, Havas PR was briefed to develop relevant, timely 

and targeted media stories to support a promotional marketing campaign ‘Don’t Be the 

One’(DBT1) and ‘Making Smoking History in Greater Manchester’(MSH,) to ensure a 

consistent media profile throughout the consultation period.  

Objectives: 

 Raise awareness of the strategy in Greater Manchester. 

 Inspire residents of Greater Manchester to care about ‘MSH’ in the region. 

 Educate audiences on the impact smoking has on the individual and the city.  

 Drive participants to complete the engagement survey and consultation. 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning:  
 Despite general decline, 1 in 5 adults in England still smoke.  

 400,000 adults smoke in Manchester.  

 Smoking costs Manchester residents £785million.  

 70% of smokers would like to quit but only a small proportion succeed *ONS survey.  



The GMHSCP strategy sets unprecedented ambitions to deliver a tobacco control strategy at 

a faster pace and scale than any other global city, aiming to reduce the number of smokers 

by a third by 2020. 

Determined to drive this awareness to the next level in partnership with Havas Lynx, Havas 

PR aimed to fire up a revolution.  

Discussions with the public highlighted a lack of awareness towards statistics that 1 in 2 die 

of smoking related diseases, therefore forming the basis of the ‘DBT1’ campaign. With the 

media becoming generally less focussed on the smoking debate, it was recommended to let 

the public themselves do the talking. Knowing that Manchester contains the most opiniated 

and passionate people in the world, it was proposed to identify local champions to spark a 

conversation in the boroughs and become the so called ‘History Makers’; a reliable and cost-

effective way to generate social dialogue and local media interest whilst encouraging 

participation in the consultation.   

Havas would focus on this and relevant case studies as a basis for media stories throughout 

the 8-week consultation period. ‘National No Smoking Day’ would also be used as a 

springboard for the consultation drive and media conversation. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Limited press outlets in the region necessitated a creative and strategic approach.  To 

ensure the campaign’s message reached the heart of Greater Manchester, ten ambassadors 

known as the ‘History Makers’ became the biggest champions; they were well known in the 

community i.e. a hair dresser and local shop keeper, passionate about making changes. 

They were given promotional material, invited to local roadshows and became the faces of 

the campaign featuring in press.  

A PR strategy then drove the conversation that laddered up to a ‘Tobacco Free Greater 

Manchester’: 

 ‘DBT1’ TV advert- acted as a pre-launch to ‘MSH’ and teased further activity. 

Supported by:  

 Vox pops. 

 Media 1-1s. 

 Case study on Kevin Alliston - a 37-year old local man with 2 children, who has 

lung cancer. 

 ‘MSH’   

 Launch event with Andy Burnham, resulting in an exclusive with ITV Granada 

Reports.  

 Local releases with smoking specific data targeted to each of the boroughs.  



 Local radio interviews including spokesperson Andrea Crossfield (MBE) who 

introduced the indoor no smoking ban to Manchester.   

 ‘History Makers’ profiling/roadshows in the ten boroughs.   

 Tobacco industry reactive framework to combat Forest activity and the anti-ban 

smoking view.  

 The city’s first advertising smokescreen in the Manchester Arndale allowed the 

public to walk through a smokescreen which projected MSH messages and 

featured some of the local champions.  

 Salford e-cig pilot in line with National No Smoking Day - a country first give away of 

free e- cigarettes supporting the wider DBT1/MSH message. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

For maximum exposure – and to maintain links with the community – the campaign was 

officially launched at a special invite-only event, involving local media, case studies, 

dignitaries and stakeholders. Speeches from Andy Burnham and leading physicians opened 

the agenda at the Mercure Manchester, followed by a discussion panel with case studies 

and the ‘History Makers’, chaired by Tony Walsh.  

An embargoed post-event release was sold in on the day.  Havas issued a photo call with 

Andy Burnham and the ‘History Makers’ to local media, alongside details of case studies 

available for interview.  

Media briefing documents were created and training delivered for all parties.  Additionally, it 

was important that all sell ins were at a local level only, given the target of the consultation 

was to Greater Manchester and that a tobacco industry reactive framework strategy was 

implemented to ensure preparation for the counter view from Forest.  

A major challenge was that it was difficult to maintain media interest across the long 

consultation period - smoking is no longer always the top of the news agenda.  Havas 

overcame this by having different pieces of activity such as the first ever smokescreen, 

hooks such as ‘National No Smoking Day’ and utilising the boroughs to drive the organic 

conversation, as a local bottom up approach. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
 6,113 main survey responses, 469 public sector survey responses. 

 62 pieces of coverage with over 13 million reach. 

 

 

 



Highlights: 

DBT1: 

 28 pieces of coverage 

 4 broadcast hits 

 Exclusive MEN feature with case study Kevin Alliston  

 1.6million reach 

 97% of coverage included at least two key messages 

MSH and E cig campaign: 

 34 pieces of coverage  

 15 broadcast hits 

 Five-minute piece on ITV Granada Reports on day of launch 

 Two separate interviews on BBC Radio Manchester  

 Double page feature in Mancunian Matters which achieved the biggest spikes in the 

survey  

 11.6million reach 

 82% of coverage included at least two key messages 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Working closely with GMHSCP and Havas Lynx, Havas PR capitalised on existing case 

studies and community contacts.  

Activity focused on community champions who were passionate to drive the conversation 

through their own media channels, subsequently keeping costs low. In total, tactics cost £3k 

and total agency fee was £14k.   

 


